located for the convenience apart restrooms should be on the seawall, rock pile or restrooms could be built of street width.”

areas of Beach Drive because can even use those in certain nobody likes those,” Lear said.

restaurant restrooms. since beachgoers are using more beachfront restrooms on the east side of Cape May Meier said business owners have indicated a need for more restrooms because businesses are using great restrooms.

“We also know the tempo- rary restrooms in the street nobody likes them,” Lear said. “There are issues we can even see those in certain areas of Beach Drive today they are not well-liked.”

He questioned whether restrooms could be built on the seawall, rock pile or street. Lear asked if there was a standard for new restrooms should be located for the convenience of beachgoers. Even Mayor See- ther has suggested the city look on behalf of a MedicAlert member during an emer- gency.

“This new feature will absolutely save lives and improve the most medical responses to first respon- ders before they even get to the patient,” Cape May County Prosecutor Direc- tor Gerald Thornton said. “This is another important step we are taking to improve the county’s joint dispatch center and that is available to local communities who have made the move to Joint Dispatch.”

Before this partnership, the Cape May County Department of Emergency Man- agement and First Responders will have direct access to health and medical information on the patient they are treating. Telecommunicators will be able to access and share detailed information about a patient’s medical condition with first responders before they arrive at the scene. By accessing the MedicAlert information through the RapidSOS system police, fire, and paramedics will be able to get real-time information on the patient they are treating. Telecommunicators can also update the RapidSOS system with new information on a patient’s condition.

“With RapidSOS in April 2019, our mission at RapidSOS is to connect the world to public safety, empower-ing first responders with as much information as possible to aid in the emer- gencies with conditions includ- ing autism, Alzheimer’s, dementia, asthma, epilepsy, allergies and much more. The medical IDs are part of an online emergency health record that holds critical medical data on the individual who wears the bracelet. MedicAlert pioneered the concept of medical identification six decades ago and partnered with RapidSOS in April 2019.”

• $500 - $999 Donor -Listing on Donor Plaque in Museum.

“Every second counts, and all medical information is essential when it comes to a medical emergency,” Cape May County Depart- ment of Emergency Management Director Martin Pagliughi said. “The com- munity leaders and county’s central dispatch center program automatically has this component integrated into the services we pro- vide, as well as communications who join central dispatch in the future.”
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The medical IDs are part of an online emergency health record that holds critical medical data on the individual who wears the bracelet. MedicAlert pioneered the concept of medical identification six decades ago and partnered with RapidSOS in April 2019.

“Our mission at RapidSOS is to connect the world to public safety, empower-ing first responders with as much information as possible to aid in the emergencies with conditions includ- ing autism, Alzheimer’s, dementia, asthma, seizures, allergies and much more.

The medical IDs are part of an online emergency health record that holds critical medical data on the individual who wears the bracelet. MedicAlert pioneered the concept of medical identification six decades ago and partnered with RapidSOS in April 2019.

“The medical IDs are part of an online emergency health record that holds critical medical data on the individual who wears the bracelet. MedicAlert pioneered the concept of medical identification six decades ago and partnered with RapidSOS in April 2019.”

“Every second counts, and all medical information is essential when it comes to a medical emergency,” Cape May County Depart- ment of Emergency Management Director Martin Pagliughi said. “The com- munity leaders and county’s central dispatch center program automatically has this component integrated into the services we pro- vide, as well as communications who join central dispatch in the future.”

The MedicAlert Founda-